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What is the Flipped Classroom?

 Technique used for delivering educational content.

 Concept started in 2007 by Jonathan Bergmann & Aaron Sams.

 Goal: helping students become learners who can learn for themselves

and by themselves.

 Reference: Bloom’s Taxonomy pyramid





Flipping the classroom consists of  two parts:

Direct computer-based instruction

outside the classroom

Interactive group learning activities

inside the classroom



According to Hawks (2014), it represents the unique combination of

constructivist and behaviourist principles as an answer to the

shifted educational paradigm of this era.



Why use the Flipped Classroom?

 The widespread use of  the Internet has provided us with a limitless

number of  new applications for educational purposes.

We are teaching ‘the Millennial Generation’, who have a preference for

interactive and experiential-learning approaches.

 Flipping the classroom allows teachers to meet the learning needs of  

our students.

 It is a student-centred approach with new learning opportunities inside

the classroom which is ideal for mixed ability groups.



 The teacher’s role shifts from lecturer and deliverer of  content to learning

coach and guide.

Students are familiar with the topic so:

 There is more time for points of  confusion

 They can undergo controlled practice

 Topic can be transferred into real-life content

 They get individual attention taking into consideration

different abilities and traits of  caracter

 Students learn at their own pace and are able to evaluate

their learning

Meaningful learning

Critical thinking development

Independent learners



Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day.
Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHYm7U0ePWY&t=35s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aGuLuipTwg&t=14s&index=29&list=PLNfkvAt2Gq8vnrO4XTYHqob7vih--

7E6a

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHYm7U0ePWY&t=35s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9aGuLuipTwg&t=14s&index=29&list=PLNfkvAt2Gq8vnrO4XTYHqob7vih--7E6a


How can I flip my classroom?

 Provide students with class topic, learning objectives and pre-class

preparation. The class content as well as pre- and during the class activities

must be clear for both teacher and students. 

SnagIt, Present.Me or Screencast-

O-Matic are also excellent!

Those who need more time 

can watch the videos over

and over again. Kinesthetic

students can watch them

while standing or walking.


